


A B O U T
Def Hacks is a certified 501 (c) (3) non-profit hackathon made by

and for students. In the past, Def Hacks has hosted 15+ hackathons

in various locations around the world. This past June, Def Hacks

hosted a global hackathon that attracted 1,300+ students from 54

countries, also brought speakers such as Tom Preston-Werner (tech

billionaire, former CEO/Co-Founder of Github), Ge Wang (award-

winning Stanford professor), and Amjad Masad (Repl.it CEO,

founding dev of React Native) The projects created at DefHacks

represent the innovations and skills of the up and coming generation

of computer scientists. 

S P O N S O R I N G  
B E N E F I T S

DefHacks is the perfect opportunity for companies to interact with

the next generation of software developers. DefHacks sponsors will

foster relationships with hundreds of highly motivated members in

the hacking community.  This innovative event is an excellent place

to evaluate the design, development, and collaboration skills of

qualified internship and job candidates. In addition, sponsors can

promote their company by demonstrating their APIs and products,

holding workshops guiding students in the use of their

technologies, giving technical talks, and by distributing swag. 

 

Additionally, here are some other perks of being a sponsor:

Providing prompts that will facilitate the development of innovative solutions

to your problem

Access numerous resumes, email addresses, and LinkedIn profiles

Showcase your workplace culture by sponsoring swag, games, and/or

shipping snack boxes to hackers

Recognized on the DefHacks website and the opening and closing

ceremonies And most importantly, support the future generation of

developers!

We strive to connect mission-driven organizations like yours with ambitious
hackers to foster creativity and innovations. We cannot wait for you to be
a part of the Def Hacks | Worldwide 3.0 hackathon!

Thank you so much!
The Def Hacks | Worldwide 3.0 Team



P A S T  D E F H A C K S
E V E N T

As DefHacks grows, we are working to expand into new territories,

providing the tools for passionate students to explore their interests.

Over the years, DefHacks has hosted in-person events in the

following places around the world:

P A S T  S P O N S O R S
One of our main goals at DefHacks is to connect organizations with

the hacking community. Here's a sample of our past sponsors:

Seattle
New York

Toronto
Santiago

Boston
Wharton Fintech



BRONZE
$500

SILVER
$1000

GOLD
$2000

TIER PRICE 
(USD)

PLATINUM
$4000

EVENT SPONSOR TIER LIST
 

GENERAL

HOST WORKSHOPS

SEND MENTORS & JUDGES

OPENING CEREMONY SPEECH

HOUR LONG TECH CALL*

RECRUITING

SOCIAL MEDIA ADS**

ACCESS TO RESUMES (BEFORE)

ACCESS TO RESUMES (AFTER)

BRANDING

LOGO & LINK ON WEBSITE**

SEND SWAG TO HACKERS

BRANDED PRIZE

PERSONALIZED PROMPT

CLOSING CEREMONY SPEECH

30

30

50

3 min

50

100

5 min 10 min

100

200

*A tech talk is a livestream presentation given by a company representative to members during the event 

**Logos will be sized according to tier

Couldn't find what you were looking for? Please contact us at virtual@defhacks.co and we will
work with you to find the best way for DefHacks to provide for your organization in return.


